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SUMMARY

Rip Saw Operator is responsible for Ensuring that work is done as expected by customers, 
Maintaining tools and equipment to a high standard, Training operators in use of tools and 
equipment, Ensuring that customer satisfaction goals are met in an efficient manner; consider 
potential consequences of customer dissatisfaction.

SKILLS

Sales, Source Management, Cleaning.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Rip Saw Operator
ABC Corporation  August 2012 – 2022 
 Attached the metal to the saw and cutting it with a circular saw, or a rotary cutter.
 Attached and removed the blade from its holder.
 Attached and removed the blade from its holder, or an alternative attachment device as 

required.
 Attached, removed and adjusted the saw&rsquo;s power source as required.
 Cut boards and materials by hand, using a basic circular saw or a rotary cutter.
 Cut materials by hand, using a basic circular saw or a rotary cutter; making cuts to specific 

lengths that are then adjusted by attaching additional blades to different parts of a new 
board.

 Maintained, cleaned and repaired rip saws.

Rip Saw Operator
Delta Corporation  2007 – 2012 
 Operate the rip saw and the tilt machine.
 Off bear wood as it comes off the ripsaw to make furniture.
 Work in the branding department where I made cables for Telecommunications companies.
 Made different coaxial cables.
 Read a tape measure, get defects out of the lumber, oil machine daily, keep up with daily 

production, change saw blade, drive electric jack.
 Impact I had on this job was a positive attitude and a team player.
 Used Driving an Electric Jack Ability to do simple math.

EDUCATION

MA
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